Script for the Table Topics Master

Table Topics Master proceeds over the Better Thinking Part of the Meeting

Table Topics Master will say:

Greeting Toastmasters and guest(s): Welcome to the Better Thinking portion of the meeting. It’s a pleasure to serve as your Table Topics Master today. The role of the Table Topics Master is to choose participants (members without roles and/or guest) to give a 1-2 minute impromptu response to a question posed by the Table Topic Master. The person called upon can be honest, fabricate or change the subject.

Mr. /Madam Timer, may I have a timing objective for the Table Topics Respondents.

(After the timing objective is given, The Table Topics Master will then call on 3 people (members not on the program/guest) to answer 3 different questions that you came up with. The questions should be aligned with the theme of the meeting).

After all questions have been asked

The Table Topics Master will say:

Mr. /Madam Timer may I have a timers report?

After the timers report is given

The table Topics Master will say:

I will now turn the lectern back over to our Toastmaster of the Day (give name).

Thank you